For the Love of

PULLING
From fleet service to diesel competitions, Baillie Diesel is a force.
By Patricia Kaowthumrong

J

In 2012,
the business moved to a
10,000-square-foot
facility with six bays
and an in-house
machine shop and
engine assembly room.

im Greenway has always been into
cars, but never planned to have a diesel
truck repair and performance shop of
his own. He was working at Baillie Diesel
in Nixa, Missouri, as a technician in 1996
when owner Jerry Baillie, who started the
business in the early 1980s, asked him if he
wanted to buy it.
The rest is diesel truck history.
While repairing and adding performance
upgrades to diesel pickups in an area that
includes Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma
is still the core of Baillie Diesel’s business,
the shop has changed tremendously over
the past 18 years, Greenway says.
DIESEL EVOLUTION
“We still work on diesel pickups—that’s
all we’ve ever done—but before everything
was mechanical. You only needed one
scanner,” he says. “Now we have $100,000
worth of diagnostics equipment we use just
to talk to the vehicles.”
The shop has eight employees, including
Greenway and five technicians, and handles
many street performance upgrades, like
box tuners, cold-air intakes, and exhaust
and fuel systems.

“When we first started out, the engines
were limited to 2,500 to 3,000 rpms and
maybe 400 hp,” he says. “And now the
trucks in competition turn 6,000 rpms
and make upwards of 2,500 hp. The diesel
industry has evolved a lot over the last 10
years on the performance side.”
Additionally, 25 percent of Baillie Diesel’s
business comes from servicing fleet vehicles,
including ambulances from an entire district
and bucket trucks from an electric co-op.

And, in 2007, Greenway built a winning
diesel-pulling street truck for a customer
who wanted to compete on the weekends
that fueled the start of a new era for the
shop.
“He won with it the first night and our
phones started to ring on Monday, so we
knew we were onto something,” Greenway
says. “That winter, we took the time to
build our own competition truck, and it
took off from there. We were fortunate

Baillie Diesel
in Nixa, Missouri,
offers diesel engine
maintenance, street
performance upgrades
and competition builds
for customers in a
three-state area.
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"Thank you for making
products specially
for us truck drivers!"
Owner Jerry
Baillie built his
first diesel-pulling
truck for marketing
purposes, but now calls
competing—and winning—the best part
about his job.

that the trucks started winning right off
the bat, and people were coming to us with
their street trucks. It really helped grow our
customer base.”
PULLING PROS
Now, Baillie Diesel is known for building
diesel trucks and engines for pulling competitions and has three sponsored Dodge
trucks of its own—each of which runs in
its own class in competitions from March
through October.
“We started winning competitions locally
and just branched out more and more from
there,” he says. “Now we travel nationwide with the Lucas Oil Pro Pulling League
(PPL) series and we’ve won the NHRDA
national and world finals for five years in
a row.”
Greenway says the shop initially built
the first diesel-pulling truck for marketing
purposes, but competing has become his
favorite aspect of the business. He used
to race dirt cars and had always known
about truck pulling, but didn’t think about
competing with diesels.
A couple of notable titles Baillie Die-

Armin Schwarz
German Rally Legend
and Baja driver
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Baillie Diesel
knew it was onto
something when the
first engine it built won
a pulling competition on
the weekend and the
phone started ringing on Monday.

sel’s pulling team has earned include: 2017
National Hot Rod Diesel Association
(NHRDA) World Champions in the Super
Stock and Pro Stock Classes and first place
in the 2017 Wagner Diesel Competition.
The shop recently teamed up with FASS
Diesel Fuel Systems—also one of its top
vendors—to build a Super Stock diesel
truck from the ground up that’ll compete
in the largest 4x4 class this summer.
FAMILY MATTERS
Like many successful performance businesses, Baillie Diesel (bailliediesel.com)
is a family affair. Greenway’s wife, Amy,
handles the shop’s administrative work, and
their two daughters, who are both in college, help manage the social media accounts
and keep up with the latest trends.
Greenway’s oldest daughter also travels to
all of the pulling competitions and serves
as his pit crew.
In 2012, the business moved from a fourbay facility to a 10,000-square-foot shop
with six bays and an in-house machine
shop and engine assembly room—a feature that’s helped with quality control and
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The shop
completes
around 10 projects
each day, offering
upgrades to a diesel
market that has
evolved significantly
over the past 10
years.

efficiency, since Greenway does all of the
machining and assembly himself.
“It has helped us tremendously, because if
we have a truck come in that needs a head
gasket, we used to have to pull the head
off to send to a machine shop,” he says. “It
would take two to three days to get it back

before the technician could put it back on.
Now we can just pull the head off, wash
it, Magnaflux it, surface it and put it back
on the same day.”
Baillie Diesel averages about 10 jobs per
day and has about six trucks in the shop
at once.
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What Can Motor State Do For You?
W W W.MOTORSTATE.COM
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Baillie Diesel’s
race team travels
nationwide with the
Lucas Oil Pro Pulling
League (PPL) series and
has won the NHRDA
national and world
finals for five years
in a row.

HANDS-ON BOSS
Greenway says building engines and
working on trucks with technicians helps
him instill good qualities and values in his
employees, which in turn encourages them
to perform quality work.
“At a lot of shops, the owner is not handson with the technicians, so he has to rely
on them to turn the work out and they can
only turn it out the way they know how,”
he says. “We’ve had a few (employees) come
and go, but are very fortunate to have some
good ones.”
From trouble finding technicians to
issues with customers, Greenway says there
are obstacles to running the business that
come up daily—but it is just a part of life
and working with the public.
“We do whatever it takes—whether Shop_May2018_quote.indd
we
want to or not,” he says. “We do what it
takes to make it right, and we’re honest.
I’ve been fortunate to do something that I
like for a living. It hasn’t always been easy,
but it’s been worth it.”
While Greenway doesn’t have a recipe
for success to share, he does have some
great tips: If this is what you really want to
do, stick with it through the good and the
bad. Be prepared—you never know what’s
coming. And keep your eyes open and just
be honest with people.
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